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question 1

What do you call 
a snowman in the summer?

What gets wetter 
the more it dries?

a) a sunman
B) a puddle
C) olaf
D) frosty the snowman

question 8

What did the air conditioner
say to his owner?

a) I Am your biggest fan!
b) switch me on!
c) OOPS, i’m out of order!
d) PRESS HERE!

a) friday
b) saturday
c) sunday 
d) monday

a) a DRYER
b) a seasheLl 
c) A TOWEL
d) a mermaid

a) Nothing, IT just waved! 
b) SHE SELLS SEASHELLS
c) Swan swam over the sea
d) A SAILOR WENT TO SEA

Why is a football game a good
place to go on a hot day? 

What did Summer 
say to Spring?

What is the best day
 to go to the beach?

a) Because there are lots of fans
b) football is always a good idea
c) football is an easy game
d) everybody can play it

a) what’s up?
b) Help! I’m going to fall
c) where are you? 
d) how you doin’?

Why don’t oysters 
share their pearls?

a) because they’re shellfish
b) they don’t have pearls
c) BECAUSE they like jewellery

question 6

question 2

question 4

question 5

question 7

question 3

What did the ocean 
say to the shore?
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question 9

when do you go 
at red and stop at green?

Why do skeletons go 
on vacations alone?

a) at the seaside or on the street
b) AT traffic lights in britain
c) When you are eating
    a watermelon

question 16

Why did the teacher 
wear sunglasses to school?

a) Because students were so bright
b) bECAUSE IT WAS A SUNNY DAY
c) BECAUSE HE/SHE WAS TIRED

a) he bought a backpack
b) Because he already had a trunk!
c) he just needed a snorkel
   and an intinerary

a) Because they want to rest
b) Because they have
  no-body to go with
c) becAUSE THEY HAVE 
   NO FRIENDS

Why are fish never 
good tennis players?

a) Because they never 
  get close to the net!
b) THEY DON’T LIKE THIS GAME
c) they are good at squash

What do ghosts like 
to eat in the summer?

Where did the sheep, The pencils 
& the crayons go on vacation?

Why didn’t the elephant buy 
a suitcase for his vacation?

a) ice cubes 
b) Watermelons
c) strawberries and cream
d) ice-cream

a) Seychelles
b) pencil-vania
c) color-ado
d) The Baa-hamas

where do sharks 
go on vacation?

a) wales
b) SCOTLAND
c) ENGLAND
D) FINLAND

question 14

question 10

question 12

question 13

question 15

question 11
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a) a tourist
b) a hitchhiker
c) a globetrotter
d) a stamp

What travels around the 
world but stays in one spot?

a) apples
b) grapes
c) strawberries
d) pears

1) B) a puddle
2) c) A TOWEL
3) a) because they’re shellfish
4) a) Nothing, IT just waved!
5) a) Because there are lots of fans
6) c) sunday 
7) b) Help! I’m going to fall
8) a) I Am your biggest fan!
9) c) When you are eating a watermelon
10) b) Because they have no-body to go with
11) D) FINLAND
12) a) Because they never get close to the net!
13) d) ice-cream (I Scream)
14) b) Because he already had a trunk!
15) b) pencil-vania c) color-ado d) The Baa-hamas
16) a) Because students were so bright
17) d) pears
18) d) a stamp

question 18question 17

answers:

What fruit always travels 
in groups of two?



question 1

What do you call 

a snowman in the summer?

a) a sunman

B) a puddle

C) olaf

D) frosty the snowman

What gets wetter the more it dries?a) a DRYER
b) a seasheLl c) A TOWEL

d) a mermaid

question 2

Why is a football game a good

place to go on a hot day? 

a) Because there are lots of fans

b) football is always a good idea

c) football is an easy game

d) everybody can play it

question 5

question 8

What did the air conditionersay to his owner?a) I Am your biggest fan!b) switch me on!
c) OOPS, i’m out of order!d) PRESS HERE!

a) friday
b) saturday
c) sunday 
d) monday

What is the best day to go to the beach?

question 6

What did Summer 

say to Spring?

a) what’s up?

b) Help! I’m going to fall

c) where are you? 

d) how you doin’?

question 7

question 9

when do you go 

at red and stop at green?

a) on the street or at the seaside

b) AT traffic lights in britain

c) When you are eating 

   a watermelon

Why do skeletons go 
on vacations alone?

a) Because they want to rest

b) Because they have
  no-body to go with
c) becAUSE THEY HAVE 
   NO FRIENDS

question 10

Why are fish never good tennis players?a) Because they never   get close to the net!b) THEY DON’T LIKE THIS GAMEc) they are good at squashquestion 12

What do ghosts like 

to eat in the summer?

a) ice cubes 

b) Watermelons

c) strawberries and cream

d) Ice-cream

question 13

question 16

Why did the teacher wear sunglasses to school?a) Because students were so brightb) bECAUSE IT WAS A SUNNY DAYc) BECAUSE HE/SHE WAS TIRED

Where did the sheep, The pencils 

& the crayons go on vacation?

a) Seychelles

b) pencil-vania

c) color-ado

d) The Baa-hamas

question 15

Why don’t oysters 

share their pearls?

a) because they’re shellfish

b) they don’t have pearls

c) BECAUSE they like jewellery

question 3

where do sharks 

go on vacation?

a) wales

b) SCOTLAND

c) ENGLAND

D) FINLAND

question 11

a) a tourist
b) a hitchhiker
c) a globetrotter
d) a stamp

What travels around the world but stays in one spot?

question 18

a) Nothing, IT just waved! b) SHE SELLS SEASHELLSc) Swan swam over the sead) A SAILOR WENT TO SEA
question 4

What did the ocean say to the shore?

a) apples

b) grapes

c) strawberries

d) pears

question 17

What fruit always travels 

in groups of two?

a) he bought a backpackb) Because he already had a trunk!c) he just needed a snorkel   and an intinerary

Why didn’t the elephant buy a suitcase for his vacation?

question 14


